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ABSTRACT 
Skew polynomial rings .are considered with a multiplication defined by 
where K is a (skew) field and the ai depend on a E K. Under certain conditions 
the rings appear to be non-commutative principal ideal rings with a unique 
factorization. 
§ 1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a field 1) K, an endomorphism a and a (1, a)-derivation J of K, 
we denote by K[x; a, J] the ring of skew polynomials in an indeterminate 
x subject to the commutation formula 
x ·a= (aa)x + aJ (a E K). 
·n 
Every element of this ring can be written uniquely in the form ~ k<t>xi 
i-0 
(k<t> E K, polynomial of degree n) and the multiplication is completely 
determined by the commutation formula. This ring has been first described 
by ORE [8], who showed that the ring K[x; a, J] satisfies a right division 
algorithm, hence every left ideal of this ring is principal (left principal 
ideal domain, left PID for short). Because of the fact that every element 
(polynomial) has a finite prime factorization we conclude by [ 4, Theorem 
5.5, Corollary 1] that this ring is a unique factorization domain (UFD for 
short). The notion of a UFD is called to mind by the following definitions: 
1. Two elements a, b of a ring Rare said to be similar, if RjaR ~ RjbR, 
as right R-modules; in an integral domain (ring with a unit-element 
and without zero-divisors) this implies RfRa ~ RfRb (cf. JACOBSON 
[7], p. 33 or CoHN [ 4 ], p. 314); 
2. A UFD is an integral domain such that every non unit has a factori-
zation into primes; two different factorizations of the same element 
have the same number of prime factors and the factors are similar 
in pairs (cf. CoHN [4], p. 317). 
1) The term "field" will be used in the sense of "skew field", i.e. "not necessarily 
commutative division ring". 
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In this paper we consider the ring R of polynomials over the field K 
in a single indeterminate x with the commutation formula 
(r=2, 3, ... ), 
where the a-t depend on a. By the associative and distributive laws we 
obtain many relations between the mappings 6i: a-+ ai (i= 1, 2, ... , r). 
If we assume that 62, 6a, ... , 6r are right K-independent, then these re-
lations can be simplified. 
In § 6 we derive that R satisfies a right Euclidean algorithm, hence R 
is a left PID. Because of a finite prime factorization R is a UFD (Theorem 4, 
§ 6). From the relations obtained by the associative law it can be derived 
that if ex is the mapping a -+ a~, i.e. a1 = aex, then ex is an endomorphism 
of K and 62: a-+ a2 is an (ex2, ex)-derivation of K. 
Assume further ex is an automorphism of K with inverse fJ and put 
a2 =a6ex, then 6 is an ex-derivation of K. In § 2 we derive 
(k= 1, 2, ... ), 
hence from 0=ar+1=a6rex we observe that 6 is a nilpotent ex-derivation 
of K and the index of nilpotence of 6 is r. 
It is rather remarkable that y=x-1 satisfies again the linear Ore-rule 
ya= (a{J)y-a(J6 (Theorem 2). 
Thus we can obtain R=K[x] in the following way. Take any skew 
polynomial ring K[y; {J, -(36] with 6r=O, adjoin y-1=x and take subring 
of polynomials in x. The rings R=K[x] and R=K[y; {J, -(315] have the 
same quotient field Q=K(y; {J, -(36). We can also obtain K[x] as follows. 
Take the skew polynomial ring L=K[t, exr, 0], then R=L[x] with xT=t 
(RfL is generated by x). 
In the sections 3, 4 and 5 we investigate the polynomial units of R=K[x]. 
First we give examples of splitting up units as products of units of lower 
degree. In § 5 we derive in a few lines the general decomposition theorem 
of units. Every unit can be written as a product of units of degree ~ r- 1, 
for r =F 2 even as a product of units of degree ~ r- 2. The group G of 
units is multiplicatively generated by r isomorphic fields of units K-t of 
the form x'~Kyi (i= 0, 1, 2, ... , r-1). For r= 2 the ring R is the free product 
of K and K1 =xKx-1 (§ 5, Theorem 3). If r~ 3, then the ring R is a proper 
homomorphic image of the free product of the fields K and K1 over the 
constant field 0 (Theorem 3). 
Some of the results of the present paper were included in a doctoral 
dissertation presented to the Technological University Delft in 1967 and 
carried under the instructions of Professor H. J. A. Duparc. The author 
wishes to thank the Professors P.M. Cohn (Queen Mary College, London) 
and H. J. A. Duparc (Technological University Delft) for their many 
helpful suggestions and inspiration. 
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§ 2. MULTIPLICATION 
Let K denote an arbitrary commutative or non-commutative field with 
an arbitrary characteristic. The objects of our investigations are poly-
nomials in a formal variable x 
(I) F(x)=a<o>xn+a<l>xn-1+ ... +a<n>, 
with a<•J belonging to K. Let 
(2) 
be a second polynomial of the same kind. Sum and difference F(x) ± G(x) 
are defined as usual i.e. by the polynomial one obtains from (l) and (2) 
by adding or subtracting corresponding coefficients. The polynomial cF(x), 
where c is an arbitrary element of K, is the polynomial obtained from 
F(x) by multiplying all coefficients on the left with c. The polynomials (I) 
therefore form an additive Abelian group with K as domain of multipliers. 
We shall now define multiplication for the additive group formed by 
the polynomials (I), so that the group becomes a ring. We assume that 
the multiplication of polynomials is associative and both -sided distributive. 
It is clear that, due to the distributive property, it suffices to define 
the product x·a. We assume the commutation formula 
(3) (r= l, 2, ... ), 
where ar, ar-1, ... , a1 are elements of K depending on a. From (3) one 
easily obtains 
x(a+b) =xa+xb= (ar+br)xr + (ar-1 +br-l)xr-1 + ... + (a1 +b1)x. 
This leads to the following relations 
(4) i=l,2, ... ,r, 
hence the mapping !5i: a-+ ai (i= I, 2, ... , r) is an endomorphism of the 
additive group of the field K. 
In the special case of a skew polynomial ring K[x; a, 0] we have !5i=0 
(i ~ 2) and !51= a. 
Now the special properties of the mappings l5i will be discussed further. 
The principal formula (3) yields 
x 2a= (xar)xr + (xar-l)xr-1 + ... + (xa1)x= 
where 
Similarly 
=anx2 + (a12 +a21)x3 + (aa1 +a22 +ala)x4+ ... +arrx2r= 
= a(2,2)X2 + a(2,3)X3 + a(2,4)X4 + ... + a(2,2r)x2r, 
a(2,l) = ,L aii· 
i+i~l 
a(k,l) = _L a~:1 i 2 ... ik· 
il +i2+ ... +ik~l 
ij=l ..... r 
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We obtain by induction on k: 
(5) 
Because of 
(6) 
kr 
xka= z a(lc,i)Xi, k= 1, 2, ... , r. 
i~k 
aoc,i)=O for i>kr and i<k 
formula (5) can be rewritten in the form 
(7) 
00 
xka = z a(lc,i) xi. 
i~l 
Important relations are found from the associative law (xa)b=x(ab), 
all a, b E K. One has by (7) 
00 00 
(xa)b = z aixib = z aib(i,j) xi, 
i~l i.i~l 
and 
oo r 
x( ab) = z ( ab )i xi= z ( ab )i xi. 
i~l i~l 
Equate coefficients: 
(8) 
e.g. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
r 
(ab)i= z a~cb(k,i) (i= 1, 2, ... ), 
k~J 
(ab)2=a2bn +a1b2, 
( ab )3 = a3bm + a2(b21 + b12) + a1b3, 
For i>r the left-hand side of (8) vanishes, hence 
(13) 
r 
z a~c b(k,i) = 0 
k~2 
(i~r+ 1). 
To be able to continue the calculations we require two assumptions (B) 
and (C). 
AssuMPTION (B). If bi: a-+ ai then b2, ... , br are right K-independent, 
1.e. 
(14) (all u E K), 
implies c<2> = c<3> = ... = c<r> = 0. 
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This assumption is satisfied for instance if for each l there exists an 
element vm E K such that 
l=2, 3, ... , r. 
In fact if (14) holds, let c<i) be the first non-zero coefficient and put 
u=v<i>, then 
0=(v(i>£5i)c(i>+O (zero because v<i>bi=O for j>i). 
Now we have v<i)bi i=- 0, c<i> i=- 0, hence a contradiction. 
Because of assumption (B) relation (13) yields immediately 
(15) b(k,o=O for k=2, ... , r; i=r+1, r+2, .... 
Of course from 
b(k,r+l) = b(k,r+2) = ... = b(k,kr) = 0 
it follows 
b(k+1,2r+l) = b(k+l,2r+2) = ... = b(k+l,kr+r) = 0, 
so that the relations (15) are a consequence of the matrix relation 
(16) (k=2, ... , r; i=r+1, ... , 2r). 
Now (5) becomes 
(17) xka = ! a(k,i) xi, 
i~k 
k=1, 2, ... , r. 
With vector xT=(x, x2, ••• , xr) and A the triangular matrix (a(k,i)) 
(k, i= l, 2, ... , r), we can rewrite (17) in the form x. a=Ax. From x(ab)= 
= (xa)b =A(xb) =ABx, we see that if a-;.. A and b-;.. B, then ab-;.. AB. 
We observe that a-;.. (a(k,i))=A is a matrix representation of K (of 
degree r). 
By (9) the mapping a: a-;.. a1 is an endomorphism of K and a(r,r) =aar. 
If a= b1 would be the zero endomorphism, then it easily follows from 
(8) that b2=b3= ... =br=O. This contradicts assumption (B), so ai=-o, i.e. 
a is necessarily a monomorphism of K. The inverse {J of a is defined on Ka. 
Now (17) says e.g. 
(18) 
(19) 
Now we continue with the properties of the mappings bt. From xr(xa) = 
=x(xra) we obtain by equating coefficients of powers of x: 
(20) 
Further we can derive 
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so that equating coefficients of Xf+k(k = 1, 2, ... ) we conclude 
(21) a(r-1,r)k + a(r-1,r-1) (k+l) = 0 
and 
(22) ak(r-1,r) + a(k+l)(r-1,r-1) = 0. 
Now k = 1 gives 
(23) a(r-1,r)1 + a(r-1,r-1)2 = 0 
and 
(24) a1(r-1,r) + a2(r-1,r-1) = 0. 
If we replace in (21) a by a1 and use (24) we obtain 
a(r,r)(k+l) = a2(r-1,r-1)Jc, 
so 
(25) (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
,By (20) this can be rewritten as 
(26) 
Repeated application of (26) gives 
(27) 
so 
(28) (k=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
In virtue of Or+1=(02exr-1yprL1=0, we see (o2exr-1)'=0, thus by (10) 
we observe that L1 =02exr-1 is a nilpotent (exr+l, exr)-derivation of index r. 
A further assumption (C) will appear important. 
AssuMPTION (C). 01=ex is an automorphism of K, with mverse p. 
We shall also introduce the mapping o by 
(29) 
In virtue of (10) o satisfies the condition 
(30) (ab )o = (ao)(bex) + a(bO), a,b EK, 
in other words, o is an ex-derivation of K. The constant field 0 is defined 
as the subfield of o-constants, so 
O={a EKjao=O}. 
Combining (20) and (29) we obtain after cancelling an application of ex 
(31) 
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With formula (28) we now conclude 
bk+l = (!521Xr-1 )k[Jkr-1 = (b1Xr)k[Jkr-1, 
hence 
(32) (k=O, l, 2, ... ), 
so 
(33) 
In virtue of br+l=briX=O, we see br=O, i.e. t5 is a nilpotent IX-derivation 
of index r. Note that (31) is a consequence of the nilpotence of 15, cf. [9], 
Theorem l. The results obtained may now be summed up as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let R be the ring of "skew" polynomials in x, consisting 
of all polynomials .L a<ilxi (where a<£> belongs to the (skew) field K), with 
the usual addition and with a multiplication which is defined by 
(A) x·a=a1x+a2x2+ ... +arxr, r=2, 3, ... ,then 
(i) the mapping IX: a-->-- a1 is an endomorphism of K; 
(ii) the mapping b2: a-->-- a2 is an (1X2, 1X)-derivation of K. 
If the ring R satisfies the condition 
(B) the mappings bi: a-->-- ai (i = 2, 3, ... , r) are right K-independent, 
then one has 
(iii) the mapping b1 =IX is a monomorphism of K (inverse {J); 
(iv) bn+l = (b21Xr-l t[Jnr-1, n = 0, l, 2, ... ; 
(v) L1 = b21Xr-I is a nilpotent (1Xr+I, 1Xr)-derivation of index r. 
Under the further condition 
(C) IX is an automorphism of K, with inverse {J, one has 
(vi) the mapping 15 defined by a2 = abiX is an IX-derivation of K; 
(vii) bn+l=bniX, an+l=abniX (higher IX-derivations), n=O, 1, 2, ... ; 
(viii) !5r = 0, £5r-I + 0, i.e. 15 is a nilpotent IX-derivation of index r. This 
implies e.g. IXr£5 = £51Xr; 
(ix) all the relations induced by the distributive and associative laws 
follow directly from the properties of the nilpotent IX-derivation 15. 
§ 3. LINEAR AND QUADRATIC UNITS 
Let R=K[x] be the polynomial ring satisfying all the conditions of 
Theorem 1. In this section we give some examples of polynomial units 
in R. We can write e.g. 
(x-a1X)(x+a) = (abr-11X)xT + (a£5r-21X)xr-l + ... + (af521X)x3 + 
+ ( abiX + 1 )x2 - ( aiX )a = - ( aiX )a in the case ab = - l. 
15 Series A 
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We observe that (x+a) with a/5= -1 is a linear unit. The equation 
a(')= -1 had been considered in [9]. We found a=(b('Jr-1)-1(b('Jr-2) for all 
b E K with b('Jr-1 i= 0. To find quadratic units we write 
(x+g)(ax2+bx+c) =8 (g, a, b, c, 8 E K). 
After long calculations we find 
(34) {(gocx + 1 )(gcx2)-1- x + gcx }(x +g)= (gcx )g, 
where g E K satisfies the relation 
(35) g02 = (g('J + 1 )(gcx )-1{g(cx('J + ('Jcx) + 1 }. 
The last equation has a solution g = - (M)-1t for all t E K with to i= 0 
and to3 =0. 
It is surprising that the quadratic unit in (34) can be decomposed into 
a linear unit and a constant term. After complicated calculations we 
obtain the decomposition 
{(g('Jcx+ 1)(gcx2)-1x2-x+gcx}= 
= {- (gocx + 1 )(gcx2)-1x + (gcx )(1 + go)(gcx)-1}. (gcx)(1 + gCJ)-1. 
Of course one might be inclined to believe that all quadratic units can 
be written as the product of a linear unit and a constant term. However 
quadratic units with quadratic complementary units cannot be decomposed 
in general into linear units and constant terms. In § 5 we derive a general 
decomposition theorem on units. In the following section we make some 
preparations for this theorem. 
§ 4. THE UNITS xnayn AND ynaxn 
We begin with the introduction of the symbol y=x-1 and the rather 
remarkable result: 
THEOREM 2. Let R=K[x] be the polynomial ring defined by all the 
assumptions of Theorem 1, then the indeterminate y=x-1 satisfies the 
commutation formula 
(36) ya = ( a(J)y- a(Jo (for all a E K). 
Proof. Relation (23) can be rewritten as 
a(r-1,r)IX + acxr-1('Jcx = 0, 
hence 
(37) a(r-1,r) = - acxr-1o (all a E K). 
Combining (19) and (37) we obtain 
(38) 
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also we remember 
(39) 
hence 
ya= x-1a= xr-1(x-ra) =xr-1{(a,Br)x-r} = {xr-1(a,Br)}x-r = 
= { ( a,B)xr-1 - ( a,Bb )xr }x-r = ( a{3)y- ( a,Bb). 
CoROLLARY 2.1. In order to get the general case of (3) and subjected 
to the conditions of Theorem 1, take any skew polynomial ring K[y; 
,B, -,Bb] with br=O, adjoin y-1=x and take subring of polynomials in x. 
Conversely given this, we have 
ya =a ,By- a,Bb = a,B(y- b), 
thus with y = x-1 
ax= xaf3(1- bx), 
hence 
xa = ax(1- bx)-1iX =ax(1 + bx+ b2x2 + ... + 15r-1xr-1 )iX = 
= ( aiX )x + ( abiX )x2 + ( ab2iX )x3 + ... ( abr-1iX )xr. 
Further we have symbolically (using again the rules bx=xb, iXX=XiX) 
xay=a1 +a2x+ ... +arxr-1 = (aiX) + (ab~X)x+ ... + (abr-1iX)xr-1 = 
=a{1 +bx+ (bx)2+ ... + (bx)'-1}iX=a(1-bx)-1iX, 
and 
xaby = xay · xby. 
This expresses the fact, that the mapping a _,. xay is an isomorphism 
of the field K; in fact it is the automorphism generated by the derivation 
b( =infinitesimal automorphism) by the Taylor formula. 
Unless stated otherwise we always assume that the ring R satisfies all 
the assumptions of Theorem 1 (especially Assumption (C)). 
Because of y=x-1 we have 
and it is interesting to consider the units 
(n=O, 1, 2, ... ) 
and 
(n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
To begin with En we have for example (cf. (36)) 
E1(a) =yax= a,B -a,Bbx, 
so 
(40) 
(41) 
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E1(a)= -a{J~{x-(afN3)-1(a{J)}; 
E 2(a) =y2ax2 =a({J~)2x2-a(J({J~ +~fJ)x+afJ2. 
Further we have 
( 
Er-1(a)=yr-1axr-1=xa[Jry= 
( 42) = a{Jr~r-1/Xxr-1 + a(Jr~r-2/Xxr-2 + ... + a{Jr~iXX + apr-1 = 
=xa[Jr~+a[Jr-1= {x+a{Jr-1(a[Jr~)-1} apr~, 
(43) Er(a)=yraxr=afJ', 
(44) Er+k(a) =yr+kaxr+k=yka(Jrxk =Ek(a[Jr). 
In the same way we find 
( 
U1(a)=xay=a,xr-1+ar-1xr-2+ ... +a2x+a1= 
(45) = (a~r-1iX) xr-1 + (a~r-2iX) xr-2 + ... + (a~tX) x+ (atX) = 
=xa~+atX={x+(atX) (a~)-1}(a~), 
(47) Ur-1(a) =xr-1ayr-1 =y(atX')x=E1(atX'), 
(48) U,(a)=x'ayr=atXr, 
so 
(50) 
for all positive integers k such that kr-n;;;;O. 
Also it is easy to verify the relations 
(51) 
or 
(52) 
It is important to notice that all units of the form xnayn (where n is 
a fixed integer) constitute a (skew) field Kn isomorphic with the coefficient 
field K. Of course K,=K, so that the polynomial ring R contains (r-1) 
isomorphic copies K1, K2, ... , Kr-1 of K. 
Finally we remark that the quadratic unit Ur-2(a) cannot be written 
in general as the product of a linear unit and a constant term. 
2I9 
§ 5. THE GENERAL DECOMPOSITION THEOREM ON UNITS 
Let R=K[x] be the ring again satisfying all the assumptions of 
Theorem I. Assume 
[a<n>xn+a<n-1)xn-1+ ... +a<1>x+a<O>][b<m>xm+b<m-1)xm-1+ ... + 
+b<l>x+b<O>]= I, 
in which a<Z> does not denote a derivative, but plainly the l-th coefficient. 
Hence 
[a<O>yn+a<1>yn-1+ ... +a<n-1>y+a<n>]xn[b<O>ym+b(l>ym-1 + ... + 
+b<m-1>y+b<m>]xm= I. 
Let k be a positive integer such that n~kr<n+r, then the previous 
relation can be rewritten as 
(53) { [a<O>yn+a<1>yn-1+ ... +a<n-1>y+a<n>] ykr-n[b<O>iXkrym+ +b(1)1Xkrym-1 + ... +b<m-1)1Xkry+b<m)1Xkr] =ym+kr, 
where we have (m+kr) prime factors y on the right-hand side. Now it 
follows from a theorem of 0YSTEIN ORE ([8], Theorem I, p. 494, or cf. 
JACOBSON [7], Theorem 5, p. 34) that the left-hand side of (53) can also 
be decomposed into the product of (m+kr) linear prime factors similar 
to y. (For the concept of similarity see the references just quoted). 
Thus it follows that the polynomial 
a<O>yn + a(1)yn-1 + ... + a<n-1>y + a<n> 
can be represented as a product of n linear prime factors similar to y. 
It is easy to prove that every polynomial similar to y can be written as 
eyf(e, I E K), cf. [7], p. 36. 
Consequently 
where the e<t> are certain elements of K. After multiplication on the right 
with xn relation (54) can be rewritten in the form 
( 
a<n>xn + a<n-1)xn-1 + ... + a<1>x + a<O> = 
(55) = e<O>(y(!(1)x) (y2(!(2)x2) ... (yn-1(!(n-1)xn-1) (yn(!(n)xn) = 
=Eo(e<o>). E1(e<l>). E2(e<2>) ..... En-1(e<n-1>). En(e<n>). 
By (40) and (43) we observe that in the case r=2 all the Et(e<t>) are 
elements of K or linear units. For r ~ 3 we found in the preceding section 
that Eo, E1, ... , Er-2 were units of degree 0, I, 2, ... , r-2 and Er-1 was 
a unit of degree r- I that could be written as the product of a linear unit 
and an element of K (cf. (42)). The results of§ 4 and§ 5 may be stated as 
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THEOREM 3. Let R be the polynomial ring satisfying all the assumptions 
of Theorem I. Let Kn C R be the (skew) field of all units xnayn (a E K; 
n=O, 1, 2, ... , r-1; Ko=K). Then Kn is an isomorphi<J copy of K and 
further 
(i) every unit of R can be written as a product of units from the fields Kn; 
(ii) for r>2 every unit of R can be written as a product of units of 
degree ~r-2, for r=2 as a product of linear units; 
(iii) the fields K and K 1 = xKx-1 generate the whole ring R; 
(iv) if r = 2, then the ring R is the free product over the constant field 0 
of the fields K and K1; 
(v) if r>2, then the ring R is a proper homomorphic image of the free 
product of the fields K and K1 over the constant field 0. 
Proof. In the beginning of this section we proved (i) and (ii). Statement 
(iii) follows from the fact that there are polynomial units of every degree, 
so that an arbitrary polynomial of R can be written as a sum of units, 
hence as a sum of products of elements from the Ki (i=O, 1, ... , r-1). 
However also the elements of K 2 , Ka, ... , Kr-1 can be written as sums 
of products of elements of K and K 1. To show this let g E K satisfy giJ= 1 
(such an element exists, cf. § 3), then we have 
(56) g<1>=xgy=(g1X)+x, so x=g<ll-(g1X), 
where g(1) E K 1 and giX E K. For an arbitrary element a<m> E Km we now 
have 
r-m r-m 
(57) a<m>=xmaym = L a(m,m+k)Xk= L a(m,m+kl{g<1>-(g1X)}k 
k~o k~o 
with certain coefficients a(m,m+k) E K. Consequently R is generated by the 
fields K and K1 and the polynomial ring R is a homomorphic image of 
the free product of K and K1 over the common (constant) field 0. This 
image may be proper or not proper. To prove statement (iv) we remark 
in the first place that K possesses a nilpotent IX-derivation IJ of index 2, 
hence by Theorem 3 of [9] every element a E K can be written uniquely 
in the forms 
a = n + ez = a + zr (n, (],a, r E 0, ziJ = 1), 
i.e. K fO is a left and right quadratic extension of the constant field 0 
with basis 1 and z (ziJ= 1). Now statement (iv) can be proved by the 
remark that if R would be a proper homomorphic image of the free product 
of K and K1, then R would be a field (COHN [3], Theorem 8) which is of 
course a contradiction, so R is the free product itself. However statement 
(v) can be proved by an inverse method. If R would be the free product 
itself of K and K 1, then every unit in R would be a monomial unit, i.e. 
every unit would be a product of elements of K and K1 (COHN [2], 
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Theorem 2.6). By (55) this is a contradiction, thus R is not the free 
product itself but a proper homomorphic image (r~ 3). This remark 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
CoROLLARY 3.1. In the case r = 2 or 3 every unit can be written as 
a product of linear units. In the case r = 4 every unit can be written as 
a product of linear and quadratic units etc. 
§ 6. THE PRIME FACTORIZATION 
The quadratic commutation formula (r=2) has been met first by 
P. M. CoHN ([3), p. 548) in a free product of two quadratic extensions. 
He proved that every left ideal was principal. It is not difficult to gener-
alize his proof for an arbitrary r. In the proof we do not need the fact 
that the monomorphism a is also an automorphism of K. 
LEMMA l. Let the polynomial ring R be defined by the assumptions 
(A) and (B) of Theorem l, then R is a left principal ideal domain (left 
PID for short). 
Proof. We note first that results (vi) up to (ix) of Theorem l cannot 
be proved any longer. In fact we only need formula (17). Now let I =F 0 
be a left ideal of R, and let 
f=xn+axn-1 +bxn-2+ . .. 
be a monic polynomial of least degree in I. Of course f is unique. Now 
we have Rf C I and 
xf = arxn+r-1 + (ar-1 + br) xn+r-2 + ... 
x2f = a(2,r)xn+r-1 + (a(2,r-1) + b(2,r)) xn+r-z + .. . 
(58) x3f = a(3,r)xn+r-1 + (a(3,r-1) + b(3,r)) xn+r-2 -1- .. . 
xr-1f = (a(r-1,r) + l) xn+r-1 + (a(r-1,r-1) + b(r-1,r)) xn+r-2 + ... 
and all these polynomials belong to I. We denote by Rk the set of all 
polynomials in R of degree -:;;;;,k. With obvious abbreviations (58) can be 
rewritten as 
(59) l xf=yllxn+r-1 +y12xn+r-2 + ... -J-y(1,r-1)xn+l, x2f = y21xn+r-1 + y22xn+r-2 + ... + y<2,r-1)xn+l, :r~1f ~ ~r~1~1~:+~-~ ~ ;(~;2~x~~~ ~ ~. ~; y~r~1~~~:n:1~n) 
First we observe that xf, x2f, ... , xr-1f are left K-independent modulo 
Rn, for if 
e<1>xf + e<2>x2f + ... + e<r-1>xr-1t = 0 (mod Rn), e<i) E K, 
then since 
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we must have 
(e<1>x + e<2lx2 + ... + e<r-1)a;r-1 )/ = e<r>t, 
where e<r> EK. But R has no zero-divisors, hence e<1>=e<2>= ... =e<r>=O. 
If there would exist a linear relation between the right-hand sides of (59), 
then also between the left-hand sides of (59), which is impossible because 
they were left K-independent. Hence the system (59) has one and only 
one solution (mod Rn) for xn+r-k, k= 1, 2, ... , r-l. E.g. 
hence 
We can even obtain a relation of the form 
So finally it follows that Rf contains monic polynomials of degree n, 
n + 1, n + 2, ... , n + r- l. After multiplication of those polynomials on the 
left by xr we conclude that Rf contains a monic polynomial of degree N 
for every N ~ n and an arbitrary element h of R can be written as 
(61) h=qf+t, q E R, t E Rn-1· 
In particular if hE I, than t E I, so t=O and h=qf E Rf which yields 
I~ Rf. Because of Rf ~I we conclude I =Rf, which proves the lemma. 
From (61) it is obvious how to develop a right Euclidean algorithm 
in R. If we want to divide hz E R of degree l by gm E R of degree m, we 
look in the ideal Rgm for the monic polynomial of least degree, say fn, 
so Rgm=Rfn with n~m. Clearly we have fn=Ugm, gm=Vfn, where u and v 
are units, so fn and gm are left associated. By (61) we can write hz in the 
form 
hl=qfn+t, t E Rn-1, 
thus 
(62) hl = (qu )gm + t, t E Rn-1 ~ Rm-1· 
We observe that deg t<n~m=deg gm. Notice that it is possible that l<m. 
LEMMA 2. Let the polynomial ring R be defined by the assumptions 
(A) and (B) of Theorem 1, then R is a unique factorization domain (UFD 
for short). 
Proof. First we show that the descending chain condition holds for 
left ideals having an intersection i= 0 (restricted descending chain con-
dition). Let 
(63) R -:J Ra -:J Rb -:J Rc -:J • • • -:J Rz 
be a strictly descending chain of principal left ideals, which all contain 
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a fixed element z of= 0. If we rewrite the ideals by means of the corresponding 
minimal polynomials we obtain the sequence 
R :J Ram in :J Rbmin :J Rem in :J ... :J RZmin 
and we see that the chain (63) is finite. The ascending chain condition 
for left ideals follows as usual for left principal domains, thus both chain 
conditions hold for left ideals. The proof of [7, Theorem 5, p. 34] remains 
valid for the principal left ideal domain R. Hence R is a UFD. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be the polynomial ring satisfying all the conditions 
of Theorem 1, then also every right ideal is principal, i.e. R is a non-
commutative principal ideal domain. 
Proof. This merely depends on the fact that if the monomorphism 
IX is an automorphism of K (with inverse {3) every polynomial in R with 
left-hand coefficients can always be represented as a polynomial with 
right-hand coefficients. 
From y·a=(a{J)y-a{JIJ (cf. (36)) and y"a=(a{Jr)yr (cf. (39)) we conclude 
(64) (f31Jt = 0. 
The last formula follows also directly from the nilpotence of the ~X­
derivation IJ, cf. [9], Theorem 1, (iii). 
Using (36) we obtain successively 
ax = x(ya )x = x( a{J) - x( a{JIJ )x = 
L___j 
= x(a{J)- x2(af31Jf3) + x2(af31Jf31J)x = ... = 
= xa{J- x2af31Jf3 + x3a(f31J)2f3 + ... +xra(- fJIJV-1{3 + xra(- f31Jtx. 
The last term becomes zero and we have the right-hand commutation 
formula 
(65) ax= xa{J- x2a(f31J)f3 + x3a({31J)2f3 + ... + xra(- {31J)r-lf3, 
and instead of the nilpotent ~X-derivation (j we have the derivation J = - {JIJ 
again nilpotent of index r, satisfying (ab)J = (aJ)b + (a{J)(bJ) for all a, b E K, 
in other words, J is a (1, {3)-derivation of the field K. If we apply the 
methods of Lemma 1 to the right-hand polynomials, then Lemma 3 
follows. 
Summing up we have 
THEOREM 4. Let R=K[x] be the ring of skew polynomials in an 
indeterminate x over a (skew) field K with an endomorphism iX: a-+ a1, 
multiplication in R being defined by 
16 Series A 
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If we assume that the mappings 15t: a.,-+ at (i=2, 3, ... , r) are right 
K -independent we can prove 
(i) R is a principal left ideal domain with. a right Euclidean algorithm; 
(ii) R is a unique factorization domain; 
c ' 
(iii) if £X is an automorphism. of K, then R is a non-commutative principal 
ideal domain. 
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